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Abstract

Goals play a central role in human cognition. However, computational theories of
learning and decision-making often take goals as given. Here, we review key empirical
findings showing that goals shape the representations of inputs, responses, and outcomes,
such that setting a goal crucially influences the central aspects of any learning process:
states, actions, and rewards. We thus argue that studying goal selection is essential
to advance our understanding of learning. By following existing literature in framing
goal selection within a hierarchy of decision-making problems, we synthesize important
findings on the principles underlying goal value attribution and exploration strategies.
Ultimately, we propose that a goal-centric perspective will help develop more complete
accounts of learning in both biological and artificial agents.

Keywords goals; learning; decision-making; reinforcement learning; rewards; abstraction; motiva-
tion; computational modeling

Highlights

• Recent findings show that goals a↵ect the way in which agents represent their environment,
choose relevant actions, and subjectively evaluate outcomes as rewards.

• Because goals influence all aspects of decision-making and learning, developing a complete
theory thereof requires that we understand how agents select their goals.

• While computational research on goal generation and management is in its early stages, existing
studies suggest that goal selection may be framed as a value-based decision-making process,
with values acquired via direct experience or inference, combined with directed and undirected
selection policies.
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We cannot think, feel, will, or act
without the perception of some goal

Alfred Adler, 1914

Understanding goals to better capture learning and decision-
making

In the children’s novelMatilda [1], eleven-year-old Bruce Bogtrotter excitedly steals a piece of chocolate
cake, and is then forced by headmaster Trunchbull to eat a whole new cake in front of his schoolmates.
The task proves grueling, and Bruce quickly feels sick. However, as the audience begins cheering him
on, Bruce finishes the cake with revitalized energy. This example, in which the same activity goes
from satisfying to nauseating to finally pleasing again over the span of just a few narration acts, hints
at the role of internal goals – representations of future states an agent is motivated to realize (Table
1) – in shaping our experiences.

The notion that cognition is vastly goal-dependent dates back to the origins of modern psychology
[2], and has been the subject of active research in social, personality, and organizational psychology
ever since (e.g., [3–11]). And yet, cognitive scientists have only recently begun to formalize traditional
findings and to uncover the neural correlates of goal-dependent representations through neuroimaging
and mathematical models [12]. Goals are mostly taken for granted because, in the majority of stud-
ies, participants are either trained on or instructed to follow experimenter-defined objectives while
individuals’ existing goals tend to be ignored [13]. However, as we argue below, goals shape core
aspects of learning and decision-making (see also [14, 15]). Therefore, a complete account of learning
is contingent on a better understanding of how goals are selected in the first place.

In the first part of this article, we organize some of the latest research advances on the impact of goals
on cognition through the lens of reinforcement learning (RL). First developed from fundamental ideas
on animal conditioning and knowledge acquisition, RL has been a fruitful framework for studying
how biological and artificial agents learn to make choices [16, 17]. Di↵erent formulations of RL share
three key components: states, which represent the features of the environment the agent is currently
considering; actions, which the agent can take to change the current state; and rewards, which the
agent seeks to obtain. While states, actions, and rewards are typically assumed to be fixed and
directly available to the agent, each needs to be inferred from context and is heavily dependent on
the agent’s goal. For instance, imagine two skiers: one has the goal of finding their friends, while
the other one is trying to win a slalom race (Figure 1). Because of these diverging goals, the two
skiers will represent the same perceptual input in di↵erent ways, consider di↵erent sets of actions, and
find di↵erent outcomes more rewarding than others. In the following paragraphs, we show compelling
evidence for the central role of goals in shaping all core aspects of RL, resulting in a redefinition of
common terms in the learning literature compared to current standards in social, life, and computer
sciences ().

While we use the RL framework to organize relevant findings on goal-dependent cognition, the prin-
ciples we describe are widely applicable to learning and decision-making; indeed, many of the articles
cited below are not part of the RL literature in the traditional sense.

Given the central role of goals in learning, in the second part of this article, we ask what principles
might guide goal selection. While this remains a topic of active current research, we begin setting
the stage for future work by recasting goal selection as a value-based decision-making problem and
drawing insights from studies on curiosity, intrinsic motivation, and autonomous curriculum develop-
ment.
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Goals a↵ect states

Classic RL models assume that states are directly available to learning agents. However, in most
situations, appropriate state representations must be learned or inferred [14, 18], often by incor-
porating latent information [19, 20]. In this section, we review evidence showing that goals a↵ect
state representations by guiding the encoding of perceptual inputs and their integration with internal
sources of information, sometimes even biasing the processing of perceptual input toward the desired
state.

Goal-dependent state representations

Primate cortical regions represent the same perceptual stimuli di↵erently under di↵erent goals, showing
more similar activation patterns for objects with similar usefulness than stimuli with similar perceptual
characteristics but di↵erent goal-dependent utility. In an initial study, monkeys were trained to
determine either the dominant motion or the color of dots presented on the screen based on a contextual
cue. Although the same stimuli were used for the two tasks, neural responses in the prefrontal
cortex were contingent on the current task goal [21]. Orthogonal representations for the same stimuli
under di↵erent task goals have also been found in the human cortex [22]. In another study, human
participants imagined using and choosing among certain objects with the goal of either “anchoring
a boat” or “starting a fire” while they underwent fMRI scanning. Participants’ choices and neural
responses in the various cortical areas reflected the objects’ usefulness under the current goal rather
than mere object identity [23].

The principle of goal-dependent state representations may be shared beyond cortical regions, a↵ecting
lower-level representations down to early visual areas [24]. Goal-dependent state representations have
also been found in hippocampal and parahippocampal regions during both decision-making [25, 26] and
navigation tasks [27–29]. Together, these studies confirm the widespread principle of goal-dependent
state representations.

Warping perception toward desired states

Goals may even warp internal representations of sensory input toward desirable outcomes, as the
longstanding traditions of “motivated perception”, “wishful thinking”, and “optimism bias” suggest
[30–33]. In a classic example, Dartmouth and Princeton students watching the same football game
believed their own team committed fewer fouls than the opponents [34] – which could not be true
for both sides. More recently, [35] provided neurocomputational evidence for the phenomenon of
motivated seeing. In their task, participants were required to make decisions (whether an image con-
tained “more face” or “more scene”) on an ambiguous visual input (images that overlapped a face
and a scene with varying degrees of transparency). Monetary rewards at the end of the experiment
depended on participants’ accuracy, but bonuses were also provided whenever the correct response
(regardless of people’s reports) was one of the two categories (e.g., “faces”). Despite the accuracy
incentive, participants’ responses and neural representations were biased towards the category they
were motivated to see [35], illustrating how goals can pull state representations in the desired direc-
tion. While suboptimal in this experiment, goal-dependent representations may benefit learning by
facilitating the processing of relevant signals and increasing the motivation to improve (Box 1).

Together, these findings illustrate how, rather than reflecting objective images of externally provided
information, state representations are dynamically updated to reflect changes in an agent’s goals. Ac-
knowledging how goals might shape state representations is thus necessary for creating faithful models
of the brain and behavior, as well as for developing artificial systems that can operate intelligently in
the face of ever-changing needs [36].
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Goals a↵ect actions

Goals also exert a direct influence on action representation, selection, and execution – all of which
a↵ect the way we study and understand learning.

Action representation

While typical RL algorithms have predefined action spaces, animals need to identify them based
on current goals, as meaningful actions might correspond to simple motor responses in some cases,
but more abstract actions in others. Motivational constraints can impact which level of abstraction
predominates in action representation [37], thus a↵ecting learning. For instance, one study found that
people learn stimulus-response associations di↵erently when actions correspond to motor actions (e.g.,
“press the left-most key”) compared to more abstract responses (“press the key with the blue label,
regardless of its position”) [38]. Thus, goals can impact learning by defining what sets of actions
should be considered based on a given context. Goals also impact action representations in more
applied settings, as supported by the finding that consumer choices while shopping for groceries tend
to be organized around related goals [39]. Consistent with these results, the Theory of Event Coding
proposes that action representations do not exist in a vacuum, but are rather tightly linked to the
current context, including task goals [40].

Goal-dependent alterations in action representation are also reflected at the neuronal level. Di↵erent
activation patterns have been found in the inferior parietal lobule, an area traditionally involved in
motor action representation, for the same grasping movement conducted under di↵erent goals (eating
vs. placing an object; [41]). Identical actions also display di↵erent neural representations in the
frontoparietal cortex and lateral-occipital complex based on the goals they serve (e.g., answering
“yes” vs. “no” to a question [42]). Therefore, our ability to decode how actions are represented in the
brain is limited if goals are not considered.

Action selection

Through their impact on action representation, goals can constrain and direct action selection. This
is evident in the finding that goal manipulations can invert the Simon e↵ect – a phenomenon wherein
reaction times are a↵ected by the relationship between stimulus and action locations – suggesting that
congruency e↵ects are largely dependent on goals, rather than the physical or anatomical location of
the e↵ector as previously believed [43]. A more direct role of goals in action selection has been
further supported by a set of studies [44] in which participants were instructed to reach either of
two equally distant targets in a grid-world task as fast as possible. After planning their trajectory,
participants experienced allegedly random disruptions, one of which was designed to bring participants
closer to the non-selected target. While the optimal solution would have been to switch targets,
participants typically stuck to their original plan, suggesting that active goals restrict how actions are
selected.

Goals may also expand the set of available actions based on the task at hand, accounting for seem-
ingly suboptimal action selection strategies. In a series of experiments, children performed tasks
e�ciently when asked to retrieve specific items in a room, but inserted additional, seemingly unneces-
sary operations (such as following specific patterns on the floor) if asked to accomplish the same task
in a playful way [45]. By considering how internally generated goals may a↵ect individuals’ utility
functions, apparently wasteful actions become rational.

Action execution

Goals a↵ect the vigor with which actions are executed, which may in turn impact the speed of learning.
In a seminal study, mice were found to increase their speed as they approach the finish line in a corridor
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with food at the end [46], suggesting that proximity to a goal energizes motor action in support of
goal attainment. Today, energy expenditure in human motion is known to increase as a function of
the value assigned to the action’s goal [47–49]. Beyond motor behavior, people also control cognitive
e↵ort based on the value associated with attaining a goal [50, 51]. Thus, goals help us predict e↵ort
expenditure on both motor and cognitive actions.

Goals a↵ect rewards

In the study of animal neurophysiology and behavior, rewards typically refer to biologically relevant
“primary rewards” – e.g., food, water, or sexual pleasure – or “secondary rewards” – stimuli, such
as monetary outcomes or numeric points, that have gained reinforcing properties through repeated
association with primary rewards. In artificial intelligence, the reward function is typically set by the
engineer and designed to solve a specific problem (but see [52]). Viewing rewards as a function of
goals expands traditional models, enabling them to capture the richness and flexibility of rewards in
complex systems.

Reframing primary and secondary rewards

Although the responses associated with primary rewards are largely innate, intelligent organisms
often perceive hedonic properties relative to their goals. For instance, a juicy burger may not look
appealing to someone who just had a hefty meal. To account for this phenomenon, homeostatic RL
defines primary rewards as a reduction in the discrepancy between current physiological states and
homeostatically relevant goals that satisfy, e.g., hunger or thirst [53]. Consistent with this proposal,
satiety levels dampen the neural response associated with food [54], which in turn a↵ects the choice
strategy [55] and learning performance [56] of individuals working toward the attainment of primary
resources. Taking goals into account thus allows for a subjective valuation of primary reward in
accordance with internal states.

Given its explanatory power, such a goal-centric perspective on rewards has been extended to include
“cognitive setpoints”, which regulate the value attributed to outcomes according to current goals
[57, 58]. An illustration of the goal-dependency of rewards is the phenomenon of context-dependent
valuation, wherein the subjective value of an outcome depends on the alternative options presented in
the same set [59, 60]. The phenomenon can be succinctly explained by recognizing that intrinsically
set goals to select the best available option might a↵ect the absolute reward associated with each
choice [61].

The role of goals in defining rewards is also evident when the valence of outcomes is determined
by personal motivations and task framing. For instance, runners’ satisfaction after a marathon is
dependent on initially set time goals [62]. More generally, goals act as reference points in the subjective
valuation of outcomes, determining which states should be regarded as gains as opposed to losses
[63]. Even external features with strong negative associations may become positively valued if the
circumstances make such traits instrumental to goal achievement. Situational goals have been shown
to cause preference reversal in animal approach/avoidance responses [64, 65] and human judgments of
morality [66]. Task framing manipulations also support the hypothesis that people’s computation of
reward is based on goal congruency, rather than value (which is typically conflated with the former):
participants’ decision speed for items with higher value tends to be faster in “choose best”, but
slower in “choose worst” tasks, compared to items with lower absolute value [67] – a phenomenon
likely mediated by goal-dependent attention [68]. Moreover, people regulate their choices so as to
maintain a balance across multiple concurrent goals [57], further supporting the idea that people’s
value computations are dependent on current goals. Therefore, goals are central to understanding
how learning occurs in response to primary and secondary rewards.
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Flexible value attribution

The range of outcomes humans and other animals may find rewarding extends beyond primary or
secondary reinforcers. In fact, the phrase “intrinsic reward” was coined upon observing that monkeys
could spend extended periods of time solving complex puzzles without receiving any extrinsic reward
[69]. More recent studies have shown that receiving information elicits similar neural responses as
obtaining primary rewards, even if the information itself has no instrumental value [70, 71].

The standard RL theory can easily accommodate intrinsic rewards but remains agnostic regarding
the source of intrinsic reward in biological agents [72]. While the cognitive machinery that regulates
reward functions has likely been acquired through evolution [73], it is di�cult to reconcile the diver-
sity of intrinsic rewards with evolutionary timescales. Indeed, people often spend scarce resources on
cognitively taxing or physically e↵ortful activities, ranging from solving Sudoku puzzles to finishing
a race, that have little to do with immediate survival [74]. In fact, the value of a stimulus can some-
times be constructed “on the fly” by integrating its observed features with existing knowledge and
current goals, providing value estimates before an outcome has even been experienced [75, 76]. Hu-
mans can even instantly attribute value to otherwise neutral, novel outcomes and use them as a signal
for learning, provided that the outcomes align with current goals [77]. A goal-based reward compu-
tation explains how rewards are flexibly implemented in the absence of natural fitness improvements,
potentially shedding a better light on the distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic rewards (Box
2). In sum, while rewards are traditionally assumed to be acquired directly from the environment,
accounting for goals a↵ords a much richer understanding of where rewards come from and how they
are valued [12, 58].

Goal selection as a foundation for learning

We have shown extensive evidence that goals are key in determining how states are represented, actions
are selected, and rewards are computed (Figure 1). Given the central role of goals in learning and
decision-making, future studies in the field will benefit from a clearer view of subjects’ internal goals
as well as the ones imposed by experimental designs [13]. Thus, a computationally precise description
of how individuals choose which goals to pursue is warranted. Below, we review and organize existing
literature to lay the foundation for how such a critical question may be addressed.

While goal selection acts as a basis for ensuing decisions, some have argued that is not an inherently
di↵erent problem compared to deciding among subordinate choices [78, 79]. Therefore, the same
powerful toolkit the scientific community has developed to study value-based decision-making can
also be employed to understand goal selection. Once goal selection is recast as a value-based decision
problem, understanding where goals come from reduces to understanding how goal values are set
and what policies are employed to select among them, with two interesting caveats. First, goal
selection is usually an internal choice that researchers may not directly observe; thus, ingenuity in
experimental design or data analysis may be required to investigate goal selection. Second, because
of the central role of goals in value learning, the theory can become somewhat circular. However,
this exact circularity could explain a range of real-world phenomena, including habits and addiction
(Box 3). In the following sections, we examine ways in which goal values have been shown to be
estimated through experience, model-based predictions, or proxies based on social cues. We then
explore how di↵erent types of exploration – directed or undirected – may contribute to the goal
selection process.

Experience- and model-based predictions of goal value

Before committing to a goal, people evaluate the costs and benefits associated with its attainment
[58, 80–82]. For instance, the goal of becoming a doctor may be set – among other reasons – because
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of expectations about the salary associated with the position, and, in turn, the comforts it may a↵ord
(Figure 2). The value of some goals is thus tied to innate physiological set points, and may be acquired
through direct experience or based on existing world models [83].

Supporting the idea that goal values can be learned, individual performance a↵ects the goal selection
process, such that people often reuse and recombine previously pursued goals [84], and tend to return
to tasks at which they have succeeded [85–87]. Similarly, people spend more time and e↵ort on goals
that have higher value – whether it is acquired directly by observing the outcomes of goal attainment
or inferred from knowledge or instructions [51, 88–91].

By repeatedly satisfying primary needs over multiple behavioral trajectories, RL agents can also start
developing preferences for specific subgoals – states that, when reached, predict higher success rates
for the overall goal – by caching the value associated with setting them [92, 93]. Planning strategies
also allow us to set subgoals based on their projected role in satisfying basic needs without direct
experience with the subgoals themselves. In this process, memories are generalized and recombined [94]
to identify meaningful goals. Therefore, goals can acquire value directly through repeated association
with rewards, or indirectly via planning and inference strategies.

Social cues as a proxy for goal value

Social cues can provide a proxy for goal attainability, desirability, and cost, thus circumventing the
need for calculating value directly. For instance, one may decide to become a doctor upon observing
others pursue similar goals (Figure 2). Indeed, the phenomenon of “goal contagion” – whereby goals
spread from one person to the observer – suggests that many of the goals people pursue are derived from
others’ [95]. Social cues impact motivation throughout the lifespan and across contexts, supporting
people’s decision-making from a young age [96] and a↵ecting their life achievements [97].

Acquiring goals from others relies on the ability to infer others’ objectives from the actions they
perform [81, 98]. Such a goal inference process also dictates the level of abstraction at which goals
are inherited from others. From a young age, humans can extrapolate higher-order objectives from
adult demonstrators’ actions, emulating their goals without necessarily imitating the exact same steps
[99], but see [100]. Whether people imitate action sequences or emulate goals often varies based on
context, often emulating when goals are easy to infer and resorting to imitation otherwise [101]. In
addition, while “minimal” group a�liations (e.g., based on T-shirt color) are often su�cient to induce
goal emulation [96], more nuanced and often inferred social characteristics, such as cultural similarity,
familiarity, or power dynamics, influence goal contagion [102–104]. Individuals also tend to selectively
adopt goals based on how others’ preferences align with their own [105]. Interactions through language
also guide which goals people view as available to their own social groups [106]. However, how people
adapt the goal contagion process to their own abilities has yet to be specified. Understanding goal
inference mechanisms is crucial, because errors in goal inference may give rise to unwanted learning
outcomes – a result that is especially relevant for improvements in artificial intelligence, where inverse
reinforcement learning (in which reward functions are derived from observed, optimal behaviors [107])
might help align the objectives of artificial systems with human values [108, 109].

Using learning progress to direct goal exploration

Once goal values are set, a policy is required to eventually select one goal. In classic RL, always
choosing the current best option could be broadly beneficial, but also lead to overlooking less explored
yet potentially better possibilities – a problem known as the exploration-exploitation dilemma [17].
Similar trade-o↵s might also arise in the context of goal selection, where sampling less known or
even out-of-distribution goals could help ensure an adequate estimation of the accessible goal space.
Following performance improvement – e.g., choosing to pursue a medical degree because learning
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about the human body represents an optimal challenge (Figure 2) – is one possible strategy for agents
to discover potentially more valuable goals than ones attempted in the past.

People’s curiosity is often driven towards activities that o↵er optimal challenges relative to their own
capabilities [110]. While humans are generally drawn towards novelty and uncertainty [111], it is an
“ideal mismatch” between predictions and observations that seems to drive curious behavior, directing
attention towards stimuli of intermediate complexity [112, 113]. Consistent with this, opportunities
for control and skill acquisition only feel rewarding when current knowledge is adequate to pursue
them [74, 114, 115]. One way to identify optimal levels of uncertainty without imposing arbitrary
thresholds is by tracking learning progress, i.e. a measure of change in goal attainment over a series
of recent events [116].

Studies of human behavior have confirmed the prominent role of learning progress in dictating which
goals people end up pursuing. In choosing among learning tasks with increasing di�culty, people
combine internal measures of learning progress with estimates of their own performance, selecting
activities that are neither too simple nor impossible to complete [86]. As a result, people naturally tend
to pick harder goals as they improve on easier ones [85]. Similarly, when choosing among goals with
various levels of uncertainty and perceptual novelty, people favor the ones that maximize opportunities
to learn [87], suggesting that people often care more about progress than mere success. People also
tend to feel more engaged in tasks with higher mutual information between current goals and means
to attain them [117], which benefits learning by directing attention toward action-outcome pairs that
are reliable, but not too predictable. Collectively, these studies show that learning progress can
successfully guide goal selection toward the acquisition of adaptive skills and away from unachievable
feats.

Undirected goal exploration

While learning progress could guide goal exploration strategically, undirected exploration strategies
– e.g., entertaining the idea of studying medicine “just because” (Figure 2) – may also contribute to
goal selection or even the generation of novel, creative goals. Composing new goals and pursuing far-
fetched ones creates opportunities to explore the environment in a structured manner, which ultimately
improves performance while attempting more demonstrably useful goals [84, 116, 118].

Children master goal generation during play. Indeed, games can be defined as a voluntary submission
to arbitrary goals and rules associated with their accomplishment [119]. While some of the goals
children come up with during play (like skipping a rope or winning a race) may help train practical
skills, even seemingly meaningless goals (such as building a rocket ship or fighting a dragon) could
be beneficial as they bring about opportunities to structure thoughts, innovate, and learn [45]. By
pursuing a goal – any goal, regardless of the outcome it yields – children learn how to flexibly assign
value to otherwise neutral states of the world, much like what is required of adults to accomplish more
instrumental feats [77].

The process of exploring creative goals and pursuing new ones without serious intentions may continue
during adulthood, with mind wandering and daydreaming replacing the physical engagement towards
bizarre goals, although it is also possible that goal setting becomes more “directed” with age [120].
Admittedly, however, we still know very little about how inventive goals – whether realistic or utterly
impossible – support the acquisition of useful skills.

Concluding Remarks

A growing literature shows how neural and behavioral correlates of learning – and, likely, other cog-
nitive processes – could be better understood by recognizing the central role of goals. On the model
of Dobzhansky’s famous quote about biology and evolution [121], one could argue that nothing in
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psychology makes sense except in the light of goals. Nonetheless, comprehensive models of how goals
are created, set, and pursued are currently lacking. Recasting the goal selection process as a higher-
level decision-making problem suggests that goals may be chosen based on the value attributed to
their attainment, which may be acquired through experience, predicted based on prior knowledge,
or proxied through heuristics such as following others’ lead. Goal selection policies could then max-
imize goal value, or direct exploration toward alternative goals. Providing computationally precise
theories of goal selection, as well as goal maintenance, prioritization, and pursuit, is a key challenge
for future research, alongside a more thorough appreciation of how goals and other cognitive compo-
nents of learning interact (see Outstanding Questions). Particularly interesting work could be done in
attempting to bridge research from social, personality, and organizational psychology with computa-
tional frameworks from cognitive and computer science – especially in addressing how goals at di↵erent
hierarchical levels of representation may be controlled. Because of the acknowledged importance of
language in learning (e.g., [122]), future studies may also investigate how language supports the cre-
ation of new goals and the maintenance of existing ones [123]. Addressing such questions will likely
require the development of better tools to infer participants’ intrinsic goals and novel experimental
paradigms that treat goal selection as an outcome of interest, rather than an independent variable or
a task feature. Ultimately, more precise frameworks of how goals originate and get selected will lead
to major advances in our understanding of how individuals learn, often autonomously, in complex
worlds.
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Table 1

Psychology/Neuroscience Computational RL This paper

Action
“A self-initiated sequence of
movements, usually with re-
spect to some goal”i

“The mechanism by which
the agent transitions between
states of the environment”ii

A means by which an agent
interacts with, and potentially
manipulates, its environment

Environment

“The aggregate of external
agents or conditions — phys-
ical, biological, social, and cul-
tural — that influence the
functions of an organism”i

The external and internal sys-
tem with which an agent in-
teracts and receives feedback
fromii [17]

The set of circumstances (ex-
ternal and internal) in which
an agent operates and from
which it receives input

Goal

“The end state toward which
a human or nonhuman animal
is striving: the purpose of an
activity or endeavor”i

The objective that the agent
optimizes [17]

A representation of a future
state an agent is motivated to
realize [2]

Motivation
“A person’s willingness to ex-
ert physical or mental e↵ort in
pursuit of a goal or outcome”i

NA

The physiological and psycho-
logical driving force that ini-
tiates, energizes, and sustains
goal-directed behavior

Reward

A positive stimulus or event
that an organism experiences
or approaches, which leads to
an increase in the likelihood of
a particular behavior or action
being repeated in the future
[124]

“The numerical result of tak-
ing an action in a state, as
defined by the environment”ii,
which an agent seeks to maxi-
mize [73]

A signal that measures the
agent’s performance with re-
spect to its current goal

State

“The condition or status of an
entity or system at a particu-
lar time that is characterized
by relative stability of its basic
components or elements”i

The feature values that “de-
scribe the current configura-
tion of the environment, which
the agent uses to choose an
action.”ii

A configuration of the (inter-
nal or external) environment
as represented by an agent,
who uses it to inform behavior

Task
“Any goal-oriented activity
undertaken by an individual or
a group”i

A problem a system is designed
to solve, defined by a set of in-
puts, transition functions, and
output characteristics [125]

An assigned activity or prob-
lem to solve

Value
“The worth, usefulness,
or importance attached to
something”i

The expected long-term return
with discount, as opposed to
immediate reward [17]

An agent’s estimate of the po-
tential long-term benefit it can
expect from a state

Vigor
“Physical and mental robust-
ness and energy”i

NA
The intensity with which an
agent performs an action or the
e↵ort it exerts in attempting it

Table 1: Learning-related terms across fields. The same terms have been traditionally
used in psychology/neuroscience and artificial intelligence (particularly the computational
reinforcement learning (RL) subfield) to describe slightly di↵erent constructs. Recognizing
the prominent role of goals in learning warrants updating the meaning of some of these
concepts when referring to biological agents, which may in turn prompt innovation in the field
of artificial intelligence. Note that some terms do not have applicable definitions in artificial
intelligence. While most definitions are taken or adapted from generally accepted sources,
such as the APA Psychology Dictionaryi and the standard textbook for computational RL
[17], di↵erent sub-disciplines within psychology and neuroscience or computational RL adopt
these terms in even more nuanced ways. Our intent here is primarily to show how goals may
be integrated into current definitions.
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Figure 1

Figure 1: Goals impact key components of learning: states, actions, and rewards.

Two skiers are presented with similar perceptual input, but have the separate goals of meeting
a friend (left, in pink) and winning a slalom race (right, in orange). Top row: Having
di↵erent goals impacts the way in which states are represented by enhancing certain aspects of
incoming sensory information over others. Middle row: Goals impact action representation,
selection, and execution by a↵ecting which family of actions is considered and eventually
chosen (e.g., actions that lead to a destination with the shortest possible path vs. actions
that pass slalom gates in the correct direction) as well as, potentially, the vigor with which
it is carried out. Bottom row: Goals determine which states trigger reward signals (e.g.,
reaching one’s friend’s location vs. finishing the race in a short time).
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Figure 2

Figure 2: Value abstraction, social cues, and self-monitoring impact goal selection.

In the example above, the goal of becoming a doctor could originate from (any, or a mix-
ture of) various elements. On the one hand, selecting a specific goal depends on the value
attributed to it, which may be based on experience or one’s models of the world (predicting,
e.g., a good salary as compensation), or proxied by observing others (e.g., a parent) pursue
similar goals. On the other hand, goal selection policies may account for exploration strate-
gies, guiding goal selection based on learning progress (e.g., measured as positive changes in
one’s knowledge about the human body), or even choosing goals in an undirected fashion.
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Box 1

The pros and cons of goal-dependent representations

Compared to absolute information coding, goal-contingent representations are potentially adaptive, as
they minimize interference in the selection of actions that best serve the current goal [24]. Naturalistic
stimuli tend to be highly complex, and thus unsuitable for the computation of adequate responses
within useful timescales. By directing the focus of attention towards relevant stimuli, goal-dependent
representations can significantly simplify information processing according to current needs [126]. A
similar principle applies to the action space, as restricting the field to goal-relevant actions can signifi-
cantly ease the action selection process [127]. The goal-dependent attribution of rewarding properties
to otherwise neutral outcomes is especially useful for flexible learning, as it allows intrinsically mo-
tivated agents (both human and artificial) to acquire skills adaptively in the absence of external
incentives [52]. Biasing perception towards desired states may also benefit learning: in fact, people
tend to perform better in learning tasks when they believe – even if wrongly – they are approaching
goal achievement [128–131]. For some, goals are even valuable in and of themselves, as they promote
the generation of new ideas to serve adaptive behavior as a whole [132].

However, reconfiguring neural processing systems based on one’s goal is costly. As a result, people
are often resistant to switching goals. The classic “sunk cost fallacy” phenomenon, as well as recent
experimental findings, show that people often keep pursuing goals they have previously adopted even
when they are no longer beneficial [44, 132] – potentially due to switch costs [133].

A potential solution for maximizing the advantages of goal-dependent representations in light of their
costs was suggested by the “Rubicon model” and its later adaptations. According to this view,
prior to committing to a goal, people evaluate the costs and benefits associated with it and hold a
conservative perspective. Once a goal has been selected (and the “Rubicon has been crossed”), entire
sets of representations are reconfigured to funnel information processing towards goal completion, and
people become optimistic about their ability to achieve the goal [58, 80].
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Box 2

On distinguishing intrinsic and extrinsic rewards

Distinguishing between intrinsic and extrinsic rewards is deemed important for practical applications,
e.g., in education or public policy, because the quality of learning often varies based on people’s
motivations [115]. Understanding motivations is also of central interest for research with human and
non-human animal subjects, who are often tasked with performing cognitive or behavioral tasks for
the sake of some extrinsic reward (e.g., juice, points, money, course credit). However, identifying the
exact boundary between intrinsic and extrinsic rewards has been challenging, and defining rewards as
a function of specific goals may provide a more e�cient approach.

In the classic definition, intrinsic motivation refers to the willingness to engage in an activity because it
is inherently enjoyable and often dissociated from immediate survival benefits [74, 134], while extrinsic
motivation refers to the willingness to take part in an activity because of the future separate outcomes
it is expected to yield [115]. Intrinsic motivation has also been characterized by its dissociation from
immediate survival benefits and ties to self-e�cacy, i.e., one’s belief that one is capable of attaining
immediate or future goals [74].

Nonetheless, some types of rewards, such as social rewards or physical fitness, are di�cult to categorize
as either intrinsic or extrinsic. Moreover, people who are seemingly intrinsically motivated to perform
an activity for the sake of it (e.g., an amateur painter) often concurrently aim for specific outcomes
(a beautiful painting) [135]. Extrinsic rewards may also be internalized into one’s own value system,
posing additional challenges to the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic rewards [115]. Even
in the artificial intelligence literature (where intrinsic rewards are computed by the agent itself while
extrinsic rewards are provided by a predefined optimization function), the distinction fades when
considering machines that manipulate reward functions by setting their own goals [116, 136].

These caveats suggest that rather than being characterized by inherently distinct qualities, intrinsic
and extrinsic rewards lie on a spectrum. For researchers involved in animal studies, it would perhaps
be more useful to recognize goals the subjects may generate internally alongside goals defined by the
experimenter [13, 61] while remaining agnostic on whether they should be classified as intrinsic or
extrinsic.
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Box 3

Interactions between learning and goal values

As highlighted in the first half of this article, goals have a central role in the way states, actions,
and rewards are represented, controlled, and delivered. But if we cast goal selection as a value-
based decision-making process – as proposed in the second part of the review – the theory becomes
circular [12] since, in turn, goal setting depends on how we represent, choose, and value the goals
themselves. While the recursiveness of this theory makes it harder to study, it is likely integral to the
cognitive processes involved in learning and decision-making, and may even explain various real-life
phenomena.

The fact that goals shape the representation of current states (but also the retrieval of information
from the past [137]), suggests that, in turn, the space of potential goals may be biased by current
ones. Hence, people will be more likely to select goals akin to previously chosen ones – which may
explain how specific interests develop over time.

When choosing which goal to pursue, people consider the costs and feasibility of the actions required
to attain it [58, 79]. Thus, the role of goals in shaping the action space eventually reflects back to the
goal selection process itself.

Because goals a↵ect the way in which rewards are calculated, obtaining rewards could, in turn, in-
crease the cached value of goals themselves – making them more likely to be selected again in the
future. Indeed, people tend to return to tasks that previously generated rewarding outcomes [85–87].
Moreover, goal selection can be learned in a manner analogous to action selection, which may underlie
the formation of habits [78, 118, 138, 139]. Similarly, compulsive drug-seeking can be explained in
terms of a goal selection pathology, wherein drug abuse causes reward boosts which, in turn, lead to
a persistent pursuit of goals pertaining to the drug [140].

Given the complex interactions reported above, the relationship between goal-dependent representa-
tions and the value of goals themselves should be the object of future study. Nonetheless, the issue does
not negate the fact that goals have a profound impact on learning, and should therefore be addressed
in order to fully understand how organisms and machines acquire intelligent behavior.
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Outstanding Questions

• What neural and cognitive mechanisms allow goals to shape state and action spaces?

• How does the brain translate reaching a goal into a reward signal? While executive functions
and learning processes are likely to be involved, the exact mechanisms of how goals may acquire
rewarding properties remain unclear.

• How do learning and goal setting processes interact?

• What other factors contribute to goal selection?

• How do di↵erent factors jointly contribute to goal selection? Previous research suggests various
elements interact non-linearly in the setting and maintenance of goals, but accurate precise
descriptions of such relationships are currently missing.

• How are multiple goals monitored, managed, and prioritized, especially in the presence of con-
flict?

• How can ideas on goal selection from social and personality psychology be formalized by com-
putational theories?

• How do people choose appropriate abstraction levels for goal selection, and how do goals at
di↵erent hierarchical levels interact with each other?

• How can we formalize the recursive relationship between goal selection and reinforcement learn-
ing?

• How can “tasks” be distinguished from “goals” in computational models?

• How does goal selection change across development?

• What factors characterize the distinction between explicit cognitive goals and implicit or home-
ostatic ones?

• What tools may researchers use to study goal selection as a dependent variable? The develop-
ment of new strategies to measure voluntarily chosen goals will require ingenious experimental
designs and novel techniques to tap into participants’ internal motivations.

• How does language support the creation of new goals and the maintenance of existing ones?
Given its compositionality, language is an invaluable tool for the invention of original goals.
Moreover, the way in which goals are expressed in language – spoken or thought – likely plays
an important role in how those goals impact cognition.
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